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 Developing countries are the most impacted by climate change

• Extreme geographic and climatic characteristics

• Strict connection between their economic conditions and the availability of natural resources

 The linkage between climate change and armed conflicts is widely debated

• Climate change is an aggravating factor of economic and political issues (Buhaug, 2010; Weir and Virani, 2011)

• Climate-induced migration exacerbates tensions in unstable societies (Marchiori et al., 2012)

• Climate change enhances competition over control of scarce resources (Raleigh et al., 2015; Wischnath and 
Buhaug, 2014)

• Resource Curse Hypothesis (Auty, 1993)

• Uncertainty about the availability of future resources (Markandya, 2014)

• Among georeferenced studies, Harari and La Ferrara (2013) analyze this relationship focusing on the role of 
agriculture
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Background and motivations



 Develop a methodological approach to analyze the role played by climate change in influencing
armed conflicts

• Comprehensive map of African countries

• Geo-referenced representation of climate, geographical, institutional and socio-economic characteristics
associated to conflicts, covering the period 1990-2016

• Account for the “conflict trap” (Collier, 2003)

 Why Africa?

• High number of registered conflicts

• High vulnerability to climate change and low adaptive capacity

• Economic structure mainly reliant on climate-dependent sectors
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Background and motivations
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Dataset

Unit of analysis Class of variables Variables included Sources
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Conflicts Number of deaths; Kind of conflict UPPSALA-UCDP

Climate Temperature (mean, sd); Precipitations (mean, sd); Drought

index (mean, sd); Standard precipitation index (mean)

AFDM Princeton

GDP and Population GDP (t, t-1); GDP per capita (t, t-1); Variation of GDP per

capita; Population number

SEDAC - NASA

Mines and power generating

units

Mines; Crude oil refineries; Oil pipelines; Coal power plants;

Gas power generating units; Oil power generating units;

World Map - Harvard

Water bodies Water bodies and waterways RCMRD Geoportal

Roads Roads and railways ESRI Data&Maps

Land cover Land Cover classification USGS Land Cover Institute

Administrative boundaries Administrative boundaries Natural Earth

Populated places Urban centres with more than 50,000 inhabitants Natural Earth
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Institutions Government stability; Socio-economic conditions; Investment

profile; Corruption; Military in politics; Religious tensions; Law

and order; Ethnic tensions; Democratic accountability;

Bureaucracy quality

Polity and PRS

Colony Dummy for colonizer country CIA

Economy Agriculture, value added; Fuel exports; Ores and metals

exports

WDI – World Bank
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Dataset construction: geo-referenced data

Class of variables Data analysis

Conflicts • For each reference year, locate all the conflicts occurred in the previous 5 and 10 years, within 10 km, 50 km, 200 km

from each punctual conflict

• For each reference year, count the number of conflicts and deaths around each punctual conflict in the time frame

and distances defined above

Climate • Compute mean and sd of climatic variables in the conflict area for the year of the conflict and in the past 5 and 10

years

• Compute zonal statistics of the climate variables within 200 km around each puctual conflict (excluding the ocean)

GDP and Population • Associate punctual data on GDP and population to the conflict area

• Compute zonal statistics for GDP and popultion variables within 200 km around each puctual conflict (excluding the

ocean)

Land cover • For each punctual conflict, assign the prevalent land cover

Water bodies • For each punctual conflict, compute the euclidean distance from water bodies: rivers, lakes, reservoirs

Roads • For each punctual conflict, compute the euclidean distance from major roads

Administrative

boundaries

• For each punctual conflict, compute the euclidean distance from administrative boundaries

Populated places • For each punctual conflict, compute the euclidean distance from populated places

Mines and power 

generating units

• For each punctual conflict, compute the euclidean distance from mines and power generating units



Conflicts 1989-1995



Conflicts 1995-2000



Conflicts 2000-2005



Conflicts 2005-2010



Conflicts 2010-2016



Conflicts 1989-2016
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Land cover 
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GDP per capita (US$ PPP constant 2005) 2016
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GDP per capita change 2015-2016
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Distance from roads (km)
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Distance from water bodies (km)
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Distance from mines and power generating units (km)

Legend



Distance from populated places with more than 50,000 inhabitants (km)

Legend



Distance from administrative boundaries (km)

Legend



• The present study attempts to go beyond partial perspectives developing a more punctual
methodology to comprehensively map African countries through a geo-referenced
representation of the climate and socio-economic characteristics.

• Accordingly, we build a complete dataset for Africa that merges geo-referenced information on
conflicts, geography, land use, climate change, natural resources and infrastructure availability,
with socio-economic data.

• The construction of this dataset poses the basis for an in-depth study of complex conflict
dynamics.

• Further step of research will aim to quantify and shed light on the backwashes the effects of
climate change have in terms of armed conflicts.

• The methodology used to build this dataset can be replicated to include other geographical areas
and extended to other variables.
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Conclusions and future research



Thank you for your attention!
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